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Answer Question No.,,I and ang three from the rest I
1. Explain alrry four from the following : l0x4=40

(a) Mode of inheritance of sex-linked
disorders with exarnple :

(b) Anatomical evidences of evolution

(c) Ultrastructure and function of Golgi
apparatus

(d) Causative agents of induced rnutation
and their effects

(e) Linkage maps

2. Describe the ultrastructure of cell membrane
with.the help of most accepted model. Write
about the different modes of transport
through cell membrane. 20
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3. Describe Mendel's laws of inheritance using
dihybrid cross bbtween dominant long using
grey' body ."919gr 

(\A/PE) and recessive

vestigial usiiig' white body cglour (wee)'

14snti6n ' the phenotypic ratio in F2

generation of dihYbrid cross. 20

4. Discuss Lamarck's theory of evolution' Write

about the' objections to Lamarckism and

con;ent of Neo-lamarckism. 2A

5. Define Nucleic acid. Describe the chemical

structure of DNA and RNA' Describe the

I
mechanisrr*,:of ranscription. 20

6. What is ad.aptive radiation? Describe the

adaptive ridiation occurring in marnmals at

d.ifferent tirne scales. 20
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Answer Question No. ? and 'ang three from the rest

7. Answer/Explain in brief any /our from the

foliowing : 10x4=4O

(a) Biood groups in Human beings

fbi Mention different types of enzymes with
their functions.
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(c) Explain the process of oogenesis
and mention its differences from
spermatogenesis.

(d) International, code of 7'ootogScal

nomenclature.

(e) What is cleavage? DiscuSs the $pes of
cleavage with examples.

8. Describe the structure of pituitary gland.
Write about the hormones secreted by the
gland and their physiglogrcal functions. 20

9. What do you understand by morphogenetic
movement of cells? Describe the'fotmation of I
the three germinal layers in chick. 20 t

10. Define placenta. Describe its formation
and structure. Mention the diflbrent t5rpes

of placenta and their functions. 20

11. Describe the physiologl of urin-e formation in
kidney and process of excretion by it. 20

12. Explain the historical background of
classification ar:d its irnportance in the study
of hologir. 20
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